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safety issues (accidents, incidents, near misses, other).
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safety issues

combination of events

data

1. diagnosis exercises

2. prognosis exercises

 

Data Science, Big Data, Predictive Analytics

Safety challenges: low frequency events, distributions

Data challenges: size, heterogeneity, incompleteness
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0. Intro

1. Scope, dataset

2. Learning problem (KDD features)

3. Methodology

4. Results, conclusions

5. Further research



Losses of Separation (LoS),  -iEvents-                                                   

EUROCONTROL- ALLFT+ (radar, EU)  10 months 2011

scope and datasetscope and dataset



Pair of aircraft in same FL that, if nothing changes, would [nish in LoS* (2 minutes)
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100,000 iEvents:     96% solved; 4% unsolved

iEventsiEvents



predict how an iEven will [nish?
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features? features selection? feature classi[cation methods?

iEventsiEvents



 

1. Classical:Classical:

    speed, aeet, phase of aight, traf[c density, airspace structure, ATC workload

2. Complexity science features:2. Complexity science features:

     structures created, link density, dispersion of components, eigenvector
centrality,       entropy, maximum degree, ef[ciency

3. History-based features:History-based features:

     time series synchronization ,Trajectory Synchronization Likelihood (TSL)

 

A) DirectDirect ones: reading data

B) ComplexComplex: pre-computation: topology

features "candidates"features "candidates"
 



 

key step of the Knowledge discovery processKnowledge discovery process

 

what are the right  features (or combination of features) for our prediction?

 

Some well-known techniquestechniques:

SVM, Random Forest, Boosting...

 

 "Artistic" task

 

 

 

 

features selectionfeatures selection
 



 

 

 

 

1. SelectSelect the features that optimise

the classi[cation problem.

2. MinimumMinimum number of features

that detects positive.

 

 

-Trajectory Synchronization likelihood (TSL)-Trajectory Synchronization likelihood (TSL)

pair of aircraft deviate from the expected trajectory at the same time

features, TSLfeatures, TSL
 

M. Zanin M. Zanin Synchronization Likelihood in Aircraft Trajectories  10th USA/Europe ATM Seminar, Chicago 2013



trajectory synchronization likelihoodtrajectory synchronization likelihood
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trajectory synchronization likelihoodtrajectory synchronization likelihood



TSL = 1

                                          *TSL validated by ATCOS*

trajectory synchronization likelihoodtrajectory synchronization likelihood



methodologymethodology

Detecting iEvents required "big data""big data" tools

 

Calculating the "complex" features (within each iEvent) required "intensive""intensive"
computation

 

SVMSVM was [nally selected for the feature selection

 

some results (of SESAR- COMPASS projectSESAR- COMPASS project), same methodology being applied
by Innaxis in other aviation projects

                                           



some results (1)some results (1)

LoS* most likely:

Just after climbing: most critical phase      

 

                                  *FL accommodating new traf[c*



                                             LoS* most likely when:

-two aircraft are strongly synchronizedsynchronized

(TSL = 1)                                                         ... aircraft signi[cantly deviatedeviate from their

                                                                            expected trajectories at the same time

some results (2)some results (2)







some results (3)some results (3)

                                                  LoS* most likely when:

-groups of small number small number of aircraft...

                                                                            ... distributed in distantdistant, numerous
spots  

                                      *ATCOs attention divided*



some results (4)some results (4)

-Different features selection/error depending on time of yeartime of year:

       Summer: traf[c density

       Winter: TSL, Phase of aight

 

 

 

 

 

 

Features combination!
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- - "Let the data speak":  possibilities and opportunitiespossibilities and opportunities
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conclusions and further researchconclusions and further research

- - "Let the data speak":

-  Big Data & Data Science

- Increase the prognosisprognosis approach (not only diagnosis)
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- - "Let the data speak":  huge possibilitieshuge possibilities

-  Big Data & Data Science

- Increase the prognosisprognosis approach

--Safety = low frequency events

--Tech + artistic skils

-Same methodology in other [elds

 

 

 



thanks for your attention!thanks for your attention!

Hector UretaHector Ureta

hu@innaxis.org

Massimiliano ZaninMassimiliano Zanin

mz@innaxis.org



 

    pairs    pairs of aircraft

           deviate deviate from the expectedexpected trajectory

                         at the samesame time

 

 

1. Expected trajectory (past equivalent aights)

 

2. Detect deviations from expected

 

3. Detect correlation between 2 aircraft

 

backup slide (TSL)backup slide (TSL)


